Normal serial variability for M-mode and digitized echocardiography in a pediatric population.
The normal serial variability of M-mode and digitized echocardiography was assessed in 18 healthy children aged 3-16 years. M-mode echocardiograms were done one month apart in each child and two sets of three beats were analyzed twice for each month's tracing. Ejection fraction and shortening fraction were obtained in the standard manner and the tracing digitized and analyzed for peak and normalized left ventricular velocities, and for posterior wall and septal wall velocities in systole and diastole. The component variabilities were determined by a univariate four-factor hierarchical variance components analysis and the sum of these variability limits established. Standard M-mode echocardiographic measurements of shortening fraction and ejection fraction (15% and 10% of mean) were the least variable. Peak and normalized velocities were more variable with left ventricular velocities (18%-29% of mean), posterior wall velocities (26%-45% of mean) and septal velocities (38%-68% of mean) showing increasing variabilities. Thus there is less variability in M-mode echocardiography than digitized echocardiography. The normal limits of variability are established and should be used for follow-up studies.